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CHOOSING BETWEEN HYBRIDS AND HEIRLOOMS 
By Mary Nisley, CCEDC Master Gardner Volunteer 

 
The seed catalogs have arrived, each page filled with tempting vegetables and gorgeous 
flowers. After you’ve spent a few days browsing and dreaming in an armchair by a sunny 
window, it will be time to get serious and make 
choices for your garden. After all we cannot plant 
everything in the catalog.  
 
By the way, if you did not get any seed catalogs, try 
ordering your seeds online this year. Next year your 
mailbox may be flooded. 
 
Before buying seeds or plants, it helps to understand 
some terms. I’m going to examine the terms ‘open-
pollinated’, ‘heirloom’ and ‘hybrid’ as they refer to 
seeds and the resulting plants. Are there reasons to 
prefer one type over the other? 
 
Wikipedia says: “"Open pollinated" generally refers to seeds that will "breed true". When the 
plants of an open-pollinated variety self-pollinate, or are pollinated by another representative of 
the same variety, the resulting seeds will produce plants roughly identical to their parents.” 
Pollination may be aided by wind, a variety of insects or birds. All wild plants are open-
pollinated. Open-pollinated varieties tend to be less uniform than hybrid plants with a wider 
range of sizes, shapes and flavors and may have a longer harvest period. These characteristics 
can be advantageous for the home gardener. Some examples (which we sell at our Master 
Gardener Spring plant sale) include Eggplant ‘Ping Tung Long’ and Tomato ‘White Cherry’, 
‘Chocolate Cherry’ and ‘San Marzano’.   
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Heirlooms are open-pollinated varieties that have been propagated by gardeners for an 
extended period of time. The time period is loosely defined but it is at least 50 years. Heirlooms 
are often well suited to the growing conditions of a particular region. Some examples (from our 
MGV plant sale) include Tomato 'Amish Paste', 'Black Krim', 'Kelloggs Breakfast' and 'Mortgage 
Lifter' 
 
Although all heirlooms are open-pollinated, not all open-pollinated varieties are heirlooms. 
Traditional plant breeding continues to this day on farms and in agricultural schools. New open-
pollinated varieties are introduced every year. For example there is a new open-pollinated 
tomato variety called ‘Orange Jazz”. 
 
A hybrid seed is produced by breeding two genetically dissimilar lines of parent plants. The 
goal is to create plants with certain characteristics, possibly including flavor, disease resistance, 
ease of machine harvest, ease of shipping, etc. When two hybrid plants of the same variety 
cross pollinate and produce seed the resulting seeds will not produce true-to-type plants. 
Rroughly half the seed will produce plants similar to the original breeding lines. Therefore, you 
should not plant hybrids if you plan to save your own seeds. Hybrids can occur naturally in the 
wild particularly where the ranges of two closely related species overlap. Hybrid seeds can be 
accidentally or deliberately produced in the garden by gardeners or insects. In our plant sale we 
include several sweet pepper hybrids including ‘Ace (F1)’ and ‘Carmen (F1)’ and of cucumbers 

such as ‘Burpees Pickler Hybrid' and ‘Sweet Burpless Hybrid’. 
 
Please note that hybrids are not genetically modified organisms – 
GMOs. A GMO is created using genetic engineering techniques 
to insert genes that are not normally present. 
 
In seed catalogs hybrids are indicated by the word “hybrid” as 
part of the name. Alternately the name may be followed by “F1” 
which means a first generation hybrid. If a variety name does not 
include “hybrid” or “F1” then the variety is open-pollinated. 
Catalogs of companies particularly attuned to organic and 
sustainable gardening often explicitly state “OP” for all their open 
pollinated varieties. 
 

What is the right choice for the home gardener? That will depend on your gardening goals. 
Choosing open pollinated varieties helps maintain diversity in the marketplace. There is a huge 
diversity of open pollinated plants so the gardener can choose something that exactly fits their 
needs. If you intend to grow and save your own seed, then you must choose open pollinated 
varieties as hybrids do not breed true.  
 
Are there reasons to choose hybrids? Sometimes. If you are experiencing plant diseases it 
helps to find varieties that are resistant to the specific disease. It is always better to prevent a 
problem than to attempt to treat it later. Some vegetables, for example beans, have open 
pollinated varieties that offer disease resistance. On the other hand, very few tomato varieties 
offer much disease resistance. For that you must grow a hybrid tomato. 
 
Heirlooms are NOT required for organic gardens. In fact, sometimes a hybrid variety is preferred 
for its disease resistance. Organic gardening is a process. It includes avoiding synthetic fertilizer 
and pesticides. It promotes building up the soil with compost and organic matter. There are fairly 

Tomato ‘Chocolate Cherry’ (OP), 
‘Sungold (F1)’ and ‘Citrine (F1)’.  
Photo by Heather Brenner, MGV 
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strict rules governing commercial organic farms but those rules do allow hybrid seeds and 
plants. Seed catalogs have organically grown hybrid seed available for purchase. 
 
Here are some varieties to consider this year: 

1. Basil was once an easy herb to grow. These days though, basil plants have a very short 
lifetime in the garden because of basil downy mildew which 
arrived in this area around five years ago. Downy mildew 
resistant basil plants were available from nurseries last year. 
Master Gardener volunteers tried this basil and were 
impressed by the results. This year both plants and seeds will 
be available. Look for varieties whose name includes DMR – 
downy mildew resistant. Read more about Rutgers’ research 
in this area. Two companies are producing DMR basil 
varieties. One produces hybrid varieties and the other open 
pollinated varieties. 
 

2. Beans: my favorite green bean is the heirloom Rattlesnake pole bean. Rattlesnake 
beans are tender, tasty and prolific, but the plants have little disease resistance. If my 

Rattlesnake beans suffer from a disease, such as Bean 
Common Mosaic virus or rust, the following year or two I 
will plant a variety resistant to that disease. This allows time 
for the disease to die out of my garden. Kentucky Wonder 
is a pole snap bean with resistance to both diseases. It is 
also an open-pollinated heirloom, though its beans are not 
as tender as Rattlesnake beans. 
 

3. Winter squash: common squash problems in D.C., N.Y. include squash vine borers and 
powdery mildew. Cucurbita moschata varieties, primarily butternuts, resist the borers. 
Waltham butternut is a commonly available 1970 All-America Selection that is open 
pollinated and sets a big crop of 4-5 pound fruits on sprawling vines. Newer butternut F1 
hybrids feature shorter vines, smaller fruit, and powdery mildew resistance. These 
varieties are better suited to smaller gardens and smaller families. 

 
In my garden I grow a mix of open pollinated and hybrid vegetables. You can have the best of 
both worlds! 

 
 
 

Dreaming of a 
summer salad...  

 
  
 
 

Photo courtesy of the author. 

Photo courtesy of the author. 

Photo courtesy of 
Joyce Tomaselli. 

https://www.vegetables.cornell.edu/pest-management/disease-factsheets/basil-downy-mildew/
https://breeding.rutgers.edu/basil-variety/
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CONSERVATION DOGS ARE NEWEST SOLDIERS 
IN BATTLE WITH NEW YORK’S INVASIVE SPECIES 

 

By Chris Ferrero, Master Gardener Volunteer 

 
If you are fortunate enough to have ever owned a dog, you are familiar with their uncanny ability 
to smell something yummy - almost before it’s out of its wrapper - from across the yard. You 
may even know that sense of smell has put talented dogs to work sniffing out everything from 
bombs to drugs to microfiches to human diseases.  
 
What you may not know is that a new group of dogs has been trained to support New York 
State’s efforts to battle invasive species in the wild, so these insects and plants can be 
obliterated before populations explode and overwhelm native species.   
 
These canine detectives are called conservation dogs. Recently two have been trained and put 
to work by the Lower Hudson PRISM, one of eight regional PRISMs (Partnerships for Regional 
Invasive Species Management) developed by New York’s DEC to battle invasive species that 
harm the environment.  
 
Dangerous plants and insects arrive from all over the world in shipping crates and palettes, the 
ballast water of boats, and on clothing. Once they take hold in one area, they can quickly 
hitchhike to others. One common carrier is firewood moved from one area to another.   
 
The host organization for the Lower Hudson PRISM is the New York-New Jersey Trail 
Conference, which, with more than 2,150 miles of trail to maintain, has a huge stake in making 
sure invasive species don’t take over our woodlands and natural open spaces. Over 60 partners 
in the PRISM are involved in education or outreach about invasive species, management of 
invasive species, surveying and mapping of invasive species, or researching invasive species. 
Cornell Cooperative Extension Dutchess County is one of those partners, educating the public 
and volunteers to survey our region for invasives to be eradicated. 
 
Volunteers are organized to scour woods and trails for plants like Tree of Heaven and insects 
like the Spotted Lanternfly. Early detection crews, called rapid response teams, are trained to 
sight early signs of plant and insect intrusion. But the use of conservation dogs has already 
proven remarkably successful in finding many more invaders, and finding them earlier in their 
development, thereby preventing what can be an alarming rate of spread. 
 

Take Dia, a 3-year-old Field Labrador 
Retriever, who last year patrolled Harriman 
and Bear Mountain State Parks, which 
comprise 52,000 acres. In her first search, 
after human crews had finished combing 31 
acres and removing invasive plants, she 
was put to work on 34 sites in that search 
area. Taking about 90 minutes per acre, she 
turned up more than 1,200 plants missed by 
her human counterparts. 

Dia (left) and Fagen (right). Photos Courtesy of New York New Jersey Trail Conference 

 

https://www.lhprism.org/
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Dia’s training began with an invasive plant target: 
Scotch Broom, an aggressive perennial shrub whose 
flowers and seeds are toxic. She and her partner 
Fagen, a Belgian Malinois, also detect Slender False 
Brome. This is a grass which is particularly difficult for 
humans to distinguish visually from other grasses. The 
dogs are now training on oak wilt, caused by a fungus 
that attacks oak trees and can kill a red oak in less than 
six months. 
 
Dia’s handler, Joshua Beese, who has a background in 
search-and-rescue, says it takes much more than a 
human companion dog to make the grade as a 
detection dog.  It starts with what he calls “play 
drive… a complete obsession with toys, and the 
desire to keep playing with the toys and handler 
endlessly.” Add to the list athleticism, endurance 
and a relentless work ethic. 

The scent training is actually simple in its premise: 
putting the scent between the dog and its toy. Samples 
of a plant are placed in small boxes, and the dog is 
rewarded when she identifies the correct scent.   
 
A dog’s nose is reportedly 10,000 to 100,000 times 
more acute than that of humans, so that’s not as hard 
as it might seem.  What’s more daunting is training for 
the specialized athletic and cognitive skills required to 
actually access those scents in the field, like extending 
their body up a tree trunk or running their nose along 
lengths of railroad rails, which are both important to 
reaching the eggs of the spotted lanternfly. 
 
Pennsylvania was one of the first to detect this 
invasive insect six years ago. With no natural 
predators in the 
U. S., the 

Southeast Asian intruder has spread quickly; there are 
now infestations in six other states including New York. 
The Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture has a huge 
interest in eradicating the insect, which feeds off 70 plant 
species including fruit trees and grapevines, causing 
damage that risks an estimated $324 million in lost crops 
per year. 
 
One of the Department’s most valuable employees is 
Lucky, a 2-year-old German Shepherd who was trained 

Detection Dog Dia enjoys a “day at the office” 
searching railroad tracks for the invasive 
spotted lanternfly.  Photo: Arden Blumenthal, 
NY-NJ Trail Conference 

 

Detection dogs like Dia endure rugged 
field conditions. Goggles help protect her 
eyes in the brush.  Photo: Arden 
Blumenthal, NY-NJ Trail Conference 

 

Lucky searches a tree for spotted lanternfly eggs. These eggs are well hidden but if allowed to hatch, will 
take a horrific toll on commercial crops. Photo: Caroline Gutman, NPR 

 

https://www.nynjtc.org/members/dia
https://www.nynjtc.org/members/fagen
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by the University of Pennsylvania School of Veterinary Medicine’s Working Dog Center. His 
handler, Shane Philipps, hatched the idea for canine lanternfly tracking after working to 
eradicate Asian long-horned beetles in Ohio. And now this invasive target has been added to 
the repertoire of detection dogs like Dia and Fagen right here in New York. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
To read more about these amazing 
dogs go to the NYNJTC 
Conservation Dog Program site and 
nynjyc.org/news. Click here for more 
information on the Lower Hudson 
PRISM and to and to learn how to 
become involved. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

LOWER HUDSON PRISM ECO QUEST 
 
The Lower Hudson PRISM EcoQuest is a scavenger hunt-style challenge to find and document 
an invasive plant or animal (and their native counterpart!). It asks volunteers to take and share 
photos via iNaturalist, an easy-to-use mobile app that instantly connects you to thousands of 
other citizen scientists. Each month a new challenge is announced. To learn more and get 
involved go to https://www.lhprism.org/invasives-strike-force-ecoquest-challenges. There are 
many other good resources on the website including iNaturalist and Seek tutorials 

 
 
 

UPCOMING EVENTS 
 

Tuesday, February 16, 10:00 am Stanford Free Library online, “Bulbs for all Seasons” by 
CCEDC Master Gardener Volunteer Linda DiGasper. For more information, visit 
www.stanfordlibrary.org 
 
Tuesday, March 16, 10:00 am Stanford Free Library online, “Four Seasons of Shade” by 
CCEDC Master Gardener Volunteer Philomena Kiernan. For more information, visit 
www.stanfordlibrary.org 
 

https://www.nynjtc.org/content/conservation-dog-program
https://www.nynjtc.org/content/conservation-dog-program
https://www.nynjtc.org/news/dog-will-change-way-we-fight-invasives
https://www.lhprism.org/get-involved
https://www.lhprism.org/invasives-strike-force-ecoquest-challenges
https://www.lhprism.org/resources
http://www.stanfordlibrary.org/
http://www.stanfordlibrary.org/
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SUBMIT UPCOMING EVENTS 
 

Would you like information on an upcoming gardening event to be shared in this newsletter?  
Send an email to Joyce Tomaselli jdt225@cornell.edu by the 25th of each month to be included 
in the next month’s newsletter. Please include the date, time, location, a short description, cost 
and contact information for more details.  
  

 
 
 

RECENT ARTICLES OF INTEREST 
 

NYISRI Research: Humans and Dogs Seek Spotted Lanternfly 
NYISRI Research: Garlic Mustard Decline  
Big bumblebees learn locations of best flowers 
From the Experts at Penn State: Spotted Lanternfly Experts Debunk Myths about the 
Prodigious, Pestilent Pest 
 

 
 

MONTHLY ID QUIZ 

  
This native plant was spotted December 28, 
near the Dutchess County Rail Trail. It is 
Lycopodium clavatum, Club Moss or Ground 
Pine. More details to follow in the next 
Dutchess Dirt. 

This native plant was also spotted December 
28, near the Dutchess County Rail Trail. Do 
you know what it is? 

 

mailto:jdt225@cornell.edu
http://www.nyisri.org/2020/08/research-in-progress-humans-and-dogs-seek-spotted-lanternfly/
http://www.nyisri.org/2021/01/research-summary-garlic-mustard-decline/
https://www.morningagclips.com/big-bumblebees-learn-locations-of-best-flowers/
http://blogs.cornell.edu/nysipm/2021/01/29/from-the-experts-at-penn-state-spotted-lanternfly-experts-debunk-myths-about-the-prodigious-pestilent-pest/
http://blogs.cornell.edu/nysipm/2021/01/29/from-the-experts-at-penn-state-spotted-lanternfly-experts-debunk-myths-about-the-prodigious-pestilent-pest/
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Due to COVID-19 our office is not open to the public. We not accepting soil or diagnostic 
samples to be brought to the office without prearrangements. Please email Samantha Vacchio 
at sv453@cornell.edu for forms and instructions.  
 
 

Need Soil pH Testing? Need Lawn or Plant Diagnosis? 
Have any gardening questions? 

 
The Horticulture Hotline, (845) 677-5067 is closed for the season. Diagnostics questions can 
be left for Joyce Tomaselli at 845-677-8223 ext. 134. Written questions can be submitted to our 
website at www.CCEDutchess.org/gardening. Click on Contact Us and select the topic of 
Gardening. Questions can also be emailed to Joyce Tomaselli at jdt225@cornell.edu. If a 
photograph is included, please ensure it is focused and as close up as possible.    
 
HELP SPREAD THE DIRT! Please forward a copy to anyone you think might be interested. To 
be added or removed from our e-mail list, or submit upcoming gardening events, contact Joyce 
Tomaselli at jdt225@cornell.edu, www.ccedutchess.org  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Websites mentioned in Dutchess Dirt are provided as a courtesy to our readers. Mention of these websites does not imply 
endorsement by Cornell University, Cornell Cooperative Extension or by the author.  
 
 

 

  

Cornell Cooperative Extension is an employer and educator recognized for valuing AA/EEO, Protected Veterans, and 
Individuals with Disabilities and provides equal program and employment opportunities. 

The programs provided by this agency are partially funded by monies received from the County of Dutchess. 

mailto:sv453@cornell.edu
http://www.ccedutchess.org/gardening
mailto:jdt225@cornell.edu
mailto:jdt225@cornell.edu
http://www.ccedutchess.org/

